Accuracy of auxiliary density functional theory hybrid calculations for activation and reaction enthalpies of pericyclic reactions.
Auxiliary density functional theory (ADFT) hybrid calculations are based on the variational fitting of the Coulomb and Fock potential and, therefore, are free of four-center electron repulsion integrals. So far, ADFT hybrid calculations have been validated successfully for standard enthalpies of formation. In this work the accuracy of ADFT hybrid calculations for the description of pericyclic reactions was quantitatively validated at the B3LYP/6-31G*/GEN-A2* level of theory. Our comparison with conventional Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) results shows that the DFT and ADFT activation and reaction enthalpies are practically indistinguishable. A systematic study of various functionals (PBE, B3LYP, PBE0, CAMB3LYP, CAMPBE0 and HSE06) and basis sets (6-31G*, DZVP-GGA and aug-cc-pVXZ; X = D, T and Q) revealed that the ADFT HSE06/aug-cc-pVTZ/GEN-A2* level of theory yields best balanced accuracy for the activation and reaction enthalpies of the studied pericyclic reactions. With the successfully validate ADFT composite approach consisting of PBE/DZVP-GGA/GEN-A2* structure and transition state optimizations and single-point HSE06/aug-cc-pVTZ/GEN-A2* energy calculations, an accurate, reliable and efficient computational approach for the study of pericyclic reactions in systems at the nanometer scale is proposed.